Write your homework into your planner:

1. Follow our Y9 Page and activate the link that is sent to you via email.

2. Complete your predictions for 3 of the minor characters online.

1. Summarise the key events.
2. Try and use thought bubbles as much as you can.
3. Try and use quotations from the text where possible (Use stick...animals for drawings if you need)
Learning Objectives:
To **analyse** each character and make predictions.

To **understand** our new blog system and make our first post.
Main: Pair Work

Create character notes for each of the animals introduced in chapter 1 in your books

For example:

Moses
The Raven

1. Prediction
He will betray the other animals as he was not in on it at the start

2. Role in the story
Not a major role and nobody notices when he is not there.

3. Description
‘the tame raven, who slept on a perch behind the back door’

He is also not seen as part of the animal community since Old Major starts his speech without him, after waiting for everybody else

1s&2s: - Mr Jones - Clover
- The Pigs - Boxer

3s&4s: - Mollie - Benjamin
- The Sheep
Plenary

Which Pic?

Which picture matches your learning today? Be ready to explain why.